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ENHANCING SECURITY : MITIGATING THREAT



Abbey Protect is in a unique position to provide advice on identifying 
security threats and risks through our expert security consultants. 
We also engineer and manufacture patent protected products that 
protect and mitigate against blasts, ballistics and forced entry.

The nature, scale and complexity of Global threat and risk continue to 
accelerate and evolve. At Abbey Protect we seek to provide bespoke 
organisational solutions which reflect the context, challenges and reality 
of security and risk management.

Our Security Consultants protect people and assets by working with 
security managers, building facilities managers, construction project 
managers, town planners, architects, specifiers and governments 
throughout the world. 

Once we understand your requirements and 
have fully audited your vulnerabilities we have 
a range of patented, fully tested and accredited 
products developed to deal with the terrorist and 
criminal threats we face today. Whether in sealed 
off compounds in highly dangerous regions, 
government or commercial properties in cities and 
towns or homes vulnerable to attack, our products 
can be fitted during the build or retrospectively.

ABBEY PROTECT IS A LEADING PROVIDER 
OF BESPOKE SECURITY SOLUTIONS AND 
MANUFACTURER OF UNIQUE PATENT 
PROTECTED SECURITY PRODUCTS
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Abbey Protect has a range of security products to meet your 
requirements for your relevant sector. Our specialist protection team and 
engineering expertise means you have access to security products that 
can be tailored to your specific needs backed by enthusiastic people who 
have devoted their entire careers protecting people.

SECURITY SURVEY

When you book an appointment, our specialist security team will assess 
your requirements and produce a report utilising the JASPER (Justifiable, 
Appropriate, Sustainable, Proportionate, Economic, Reasonable) principles to 
address the risk that your location faces by providing mitigation options and 
strategies for your unique situation.

BLAST MITIGATION

Abbey Protect’s blast mitigation products, are designed to protect staff and 
visitors against flying debris, especially glass shards which is the leading 
cause of injury in a blast. Our patent protected SECURABLINDS® have been 
rigorously tested and engineered specifically to the requirements of your 
building and its environment. 

Our blast mitigation products are proven to significantly reduce building 
damage, protecting the people and assets in it. 

BALLISTIC MITIGATION

To mitigate against the number of casualties and damage to assets in the 
event of an active shooter scenario. Abbey Protect’s Securablind range can 
be incorporated into your building to create safe zones to provide protected 
shelter areas. Our products can be custom manufactured for indoor and 
outdoor use and even positioned to create a defensive position.  

Supporting the defence and commercial markets our products include 
ballistic resistant window blinds, window film, bollards, doors and barriers to 
create mitigate against the ballistic threat from the perimeter of the building 
through to the rooms and corridors inside. 

THEFT MITIGATION

The most vulnerable area of any building is the area where access can be 
gained rapidly and easily and where the person seeking access can see into 
a room to identify valuables or to ascertain if premises are unoccupied. The 
person wanting to gain entry can range from an opportunistic single operator 
to an Organised Crime Group committing planned operations against high 
net worth individuals and organisations. 

Our products have been tested to Centre for the Protection of National 
Infrastructure, LPCB and Secured by Design meeting the standards to ensure 
a robust yet aesthetically pleasing option for the protection of the vulnerable 
areas of your building.

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF  
ACCREDITED PRODUCTS



Abbey Protect’s range of blast and forced entry mitigation products have 
been carefully put together to cater for the threats and vulnerabilities 
specific to your organisation. 

SECURABLINDS® BLAST RANGE

SECURABLINDS® unique patented design achieves unparalleled resilience 
and blast absorption standards to protect your infrastructure, staff and 
clients. Tested against a range of blast threats our blinds have achieved 
the highest standards of accreditation in compliance with Home Office 
standards.

SECURABLINDS® DEFENDER RANGE

Our SECURABLINDS® Defender range is attack resistant and can be 
installed into new buildings or retro-fitted to protect against physical attack 
and firearms, this includes our CPNI rated Defender Premium.  

WINDOW FILM

Abbey Protect can provide window film to protect from bomb, blast and 
eavesdropping threats to your business.

SECURITY DOORS

Our security door ranges have been independently tested and accredited 
to ENV1627, which is the European recognised test standard for security 
equipment.

SECURITY SHUTTERS

Our security shutters have a fortified layer of protection for entrances 
and apertures of applications within all sectors. Durable and an obvious 
deterrent, security shutters are a highly effective physical security measure 
that can be specified for high and low-risk properties.

HOSTILE VEHICLE MITIGATION

We have a range of counter terror street furniture, planters, bollards and 
barriers for temporary or fixed perimeter security. 

BLAST AND FORCED ENTRY MITIGATION



The Abbey Protect Team are the key to our success. Consisting of 
established subject matter specialists with considerable experience in 
global commercial security and Counter Terrorism protection developed 
at the highest level during many years of commercial, Police, Government 
and Military careers. 

Supported by a high-quality established engineering and manufacturing 
base alongside a team of sales and marketing professionals, Abbey Protect 
are well positioned to add benefit to our client’s corporate mitigation 
strategies by providing demonstrable, defensible solutions.

Our aim is simple. To protect people, buildings and assets by providing quality 
products and services; delivered by professionals with integrity.

COUNTER-TERRORISM ADVICE

We use the principles of Deter, Detect and Delay and the Five P’s (Policy, 
Procedure, Physical, Partnership, Preparedness) to provide an integrated, 
defensible response to your identified risks to ensure your location has a 
demonstrative mitigation plan that is justifiable, appropriate, sustainable, 
proportionate, economic, and reasonable (JASPER).  

We can ensure that an organisation is sighted to vulnerabilities from 
terrorism that could lead to loss of assets and litigation that can damage your 
professional reputation.

CRIME AND SECURITY

Essential to any mitigation strategy is ensuring that you have a meaningful 
and effective security plan that is communicated effectively to all staff and 
adhered to by all levels within the organisation. 

Effective threat analysis from our experienced security experts will be used to 
produce a risk assessment and action plan to address any vulnerabilities that 
have been identified. Options are supplied to provide solutions to problems 
from all aspects of physical and personnel security.

TRAINING

A vital part of an effective mitigation response to threat is to ensure that your 
personnel have the required training to enable them to respond effectively to 
rapidly changing dynamic situations.

Our approach is to work with our clients to develop a comprehensive 
understanding of their requirements and to develop a range of intelligence 
led solutions which impact on what we describe as the four R’s

» Risk- Mitigating and controlling

» Revenue- Increasing and protecting 

» Resilience- Developing and improving

» Reputation- Protecting and enhancing  

At Abbey Protect we can provide high quality training and capability building 
tailored to your organisational needs in a number of areas by recognised 
experts in a wide variety of subjects. Our training covers presentations on An 
Introduction to Counter Terrorism, Improvised Explosive Devices, the Insider 
threat, Hostile Reconnaissance, and Major Trauma First Aid course.

RISK ASSESSMENT SURVEY

The purpose of a survey is to identify the threat actors that can harm the 
location, to identify the vulnerabilities, provide mitigation solutions, and an 
action plan your organisation can follow.

By following the above steps, you can ensure that an organisation is sighted 
to vulnerabilities that could lead to loss of assets and litigation.

OUR TRUSTED AND  
EXPERIENCED GLOBAL TEAM
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At Abbey Protect we understand the place where you work and its 
surroundings are meant to feel like pleasant places to be. You want to 
feel safe without feeling like you work in a prison.

Nevertheless, it is imperative you mitigate against terrorist and criminal 
assault to ensure your staff and customers are kept as safe as possible. Abbey 
Protect has developed cost effective solutions across multiple sectors that 
can mitigate against these many kinds of attacks from terrorism to forced 
entry.

HOME OFFICE ACCREDITATION

Abbey Protect patented products having been tested to the strictest 
government standards provide protection against Forced Entry and provide 
Blast Mitigation in the event of a terrorist attack.

SECTORS WE COVER

» Night Time Economy  » Cinemas and Theatres

» Stadia and Arenas » Retail

» Health » Education

» Places of Worship » Hotels and Restaurants

» Major events » Visitor Attractions

» Commercial Centres » Transport

» Government

PROTECTING STAFF AND THE PUBLIC  
WITHOUT CREATING A FORTRESS
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GLOBAL SECURITY NETWORK

Security is a global issue and 
Abbey Protect has developed 
a network of global partners 
to ensure the relationships 
we build come with a local 
understanding. Closer networks 
ensure faster response and 
better communication.
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